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CLEARLY, the spotlight has been
focused on USS Theodore Roosevelt
over the past few days. Elsewhere in
the harbour were other unusual
and interesting visitors : the cruiser
USS Monterey at the Waterfront; the
Chinese space tracking vessel that
shifted from the Eastern Mole to
East Pier, conveniently opposite the
cruiser; the Chilean sailingship
Esmeralda also at the Waterfront;
and Sagres that came into Simon’s
Town for a brief visit. 

Those directing the spotlights
often avoid the limelight, prefer-
ring to get on with the job. One such
person is Lt-Cdr Greyling van den
Berg, the navy’s efficient, energetic
and approachable media liaison offi-
cer, whose assistance during the
carrier’s visit and at other times has
been highly commended by all. 

After Saturday’s events, I found
zealous Waterfront security fellows
had wheel-clamped my car, despite
my parking it earlier in the day
under the direction of the military

police. Van den Berg appeared,
assisted in having the clamp
removed, and saw me on my way.

Lt Michelle Botha, officer com-
manding, SAS Tern, the patrol ves-
sel that carried media folks to the
rendezvous point with USS
Theodore Roosevelt, her executive
officer and the rest of the ship’s
company were also great naval
ambassadors.

During these special visits, dock-
land life continued as usual. Bulk-
ers plodded along the coast, contain-
erships queued for the few berths at
the terminal, and tankers brought
their fuel and chemical cargoes.
Ship repairers welded, scraped and
painted, bunker ships called, while

the trawlers headed for their fishing
grounds. 

However, some believe that it
will not be business as usual for
much longer as symptoms of a ship-
ping decline are appearing.

Global economic woes may
reduce trade at a time when large
numbers of new ships, ordered dur-
ing the halcyon days of record
freight rates, will be coming from
Asian yards. Among these are huge
containerships and ore carriers that
will put significant pressure on
existing fleets. Simply put, more
and larger ships chasing less cargo
equals lower freight rates.

A major slowdown on some con-
tainer trades has been manifested
in the collapse of freight rates in the
trans-Pacific and Asia-Europe
trades and, despite slow-steaming to
cut fuel costs, lay-ups of ships may
result. European moves to outlaw
shipping conferences – a backbone
of the traditional liner trades that
in South Africa began in the 19th

century – will reduce co-operation
between shipping lines, heralding
greater competition and leading,
inevitably, to further reductions in
freight rates. 

Rates for the carriage of grain,
minerals and other dry-bulk car-
goes have also slumped, with one
index showing a 70% drop from its
recent high-point. From around
$160 000 per day, Capesize charter
rates have fallen to about $40 000 per
day.

Although some orders will be
cancelled as loans become scarce,
the ships will be built nonetheless
and sold to those with the financial
means to invest in new tonnage.

“It is a scary prospect!” a ship-
ping executive confided the other
day. 

Optimistic voices can also be
found. “You need to grow your fleet
when others are cutting back,” a
shipowner told me. “Then you are
ready when things improve.”

Other sources pointed out that if

rates fall, owners will send older
tonnage for scrap, making room for
new ships.

“China and the rest of Asia will
rescue us again,” hopes another, “at
least to a limited extent.”

To support his optimism, he out-
lined the views of two senior exec-
utives who returned recently from
China. One had spent three weeks
there to assess its prospects. Accord-
ing to him, the country is booming
with little slowdown. Indeed, he was
astonished how bullish the Chinese
are, and how sanguine they are
about economic crises elsewhere.

The other optimist – a shipowner
– attended the recent World Eco-
nomic Forum in Tianjin, meeting
informally with various leaders
who foresee that the average 
Chinese growth rate of 9.6% will
continue.

Although European and Ameri-
can demand for Chinese products
has declined, the new plan is to stim-
ulate domestic demand among a

rapidly growing middle class.
Remember, the Chinese middle class
represents a vast number of people.

Reports indicate that “about 800
million Chinese are in agriculture,
about 600 million too many”, paving
the way for large investments in
infrastructure to support rapid
urbanisation, much of which will
necessitate the seaborne importa-
tion of construction materials.

Intra-Asian trade, our optimist
noted, is growing rapidly and India
is becoming a very big trading part-
ner for China, while Singapore, the
halfway house between India and
China, is booming.

Besides India, itself a growth
miracle, the Middle East with vast
reservoirs of petro-dollars, Vietnam
and Brazil also present interesting
opportunities for shipping.

Although containership owners
may glean little joy from these sce-
narios, the bulk trades could profit
from increasing Asian and Middle
East demand for raw materials,

grain and energy.
Tanker trades remain strong.

Daily spot rates for VLCCs are over
$90 000, while Suezmaxes fetch
about $65 000. With oil and coal
stockpiles low, the approaching
northern hemisphere winter will
boost the demand for tankers and
bulkers, hiking their rates. Unusu-
ally low temperatures will also
increase the demand for energy,
while the lower bunker price will
help to reduce ships’ operating costs.

Shipowners such as Grindrod,
whose tankers and bulkers are on
fixed charters for the foreseeable
future, are better off and should
weather the storm.

In shipping, unusual things often
happen, an adage that, in the cur-
rent climate, is very true.

� MOL Dominance will arrive
from the Far East on her maiden
voyage on Friday morning, and
MOL Dedication makes her maiden
call at the end of the month.

brian@capeports.co.za

Clouds on horizon as symptoms of shipping decline follow economic crisis
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ON FRIDAY, 300 pupils from every
high school in Khayelitsha will
gather outside the Western Cape
Department of Education. We will
read poems and stories, sing songs
and present petitions in order to
explain the bad conditions in our
schools. We will also ask that the 500
broken windows in Luhlaza High
School be fixed immediately. 

There are many physical prob-
lems in our schools. 

Some schools are worse than oth-
ers, but the problems we describe
are not uncommon in Khayelitsha. 

The toilets leak and smell very
bad. There is water and urine every-
where. If there is no fence, people
come in and out of the school,
including criminals. This leads to
pupils getting robbed at school and
feeling unsafe. 

Many schools do not have a
kitchen for the feeding scheme, so
cooking is done in a classroom.
Some pupils do not have textbooks,
and many schools don’t have
libraries. In the computer labs there
are few computers and most are not
working. 

We also have difficulties with our
teachers. Some of them are absent
from time to time. 

If a physical science teacher is
absent for two months, we just sit in
the classroom, or try to get help from
pupils who know some of the work.
Sometimes, even if the teacher is
present, he or she just sits there and
tells us to do work from other teach-
ers. There is a lack of connection
between teachers and pupils.

We try to give feedback, but teach-
ers don’t accept responsibility. As
pupils, we must also accept responsi-
bility for some of the problems. 

Robbery is also carried out by
pupils. Some get drunk and smoke at
school. We have seen knives and
guns at school. There is a serious
problem of pupils coming late to the
first period in the morning. Some-
times insults are written on the
walls, like in the toilets. 

There are also positive things to
say. We do have teachers who are
willing to meet us in the holidays, or
even at their houses, to help us with
our work. They try hard to make the
schools safer, and give us guidance,
but it is difficult when there are 60
pupils in a class. 

New sports fields have been built
at certain schools. 

We are part of Equal Education,
an organisation that is working to
fix our schools. We meet on Tues-
days and Thursdays, and make
friends from different schools. 

At our meetings, we have learnt
about human rights, gender equality
and how people in history made
society change without using vio-
lence. We read books by authors like
Es’kia Mphahlele and have learnt
about leaders who fought for justice,
like Chris Hani and Mkhuseli Jack,
and some who changed for the
worse, like Robert Mugabe. 

Learning about these leaders has
made us stronger and given us the
power to know our rights. 

We also discuss our schools and
how we would like to improve them.
Equal Education makes us feel that
we can help change the situation
and fix our schools. 

The main issue we have taken up

as a campaign is the problem we
have of broken windows in our
schools. Over the past few months
we have informed pupils about the
campaign. We have collected over
1 500 signatures for a petition to fix
the 500 broken windows at Luhlaza. 

We have informed our parents
and have found that they support us.
Many teachers and caretakers have
also signed the petition. 

Our leaders have met with the
school management and the West-
ern Cape Education Department to
discuss the problem. 

Equal Education is also prepared
to contribute some money to fix the
windows, but needs the school and
the department to contribute. 

These windows have been broken
for about five years. An official in
the Department of Education told
our leaders that the scheduled main-
tenance for Luhlaza, including win-
dows, will be in September 2010.
This means we will have to learn
through another cold winter. We are
happy that MEC Yusuf Gabru is try-
ing to get this to happen sooner.

It is not easy to learn and teach in
cold classes. Pupils are failing
because they would rather stay
home, bunk, or stay outside than be
sitting in the windy classrooms. It is
hard to concentrate in the cold and
hard to be motivated in that 
environment. 

Once the windows are fixed, we

need to work to ensure they remain
whole. If a class breaks a window,
that class must be responsible for
that window. It would help if there
were burglar bars to protect the
windows, like in the newer schools. 

After we have fixed the windows
we can work on other problems, like
broken doors and lack of textbooks. 

Join our gathering on Friday at
2pm outside the Western Cape Edu-
cation Department at the Golden
Acre building in Adderley Street.
Call 021 361 8160 for details.

� Shushwana is a Grade 8 pupil

at Luhlaza High School. Mzandisi is

a Grade 11 pupil at Kwa-Mfundo

High School. They are Equal Educa-

tion members.

CHRISTI VAN DER WESTHUIZEN

FINANCE MINISTER Trevor
Manuel may be back in the saddle,
but the Treasury’s easy ride with the
national budget in Parliament is
potentially at an end. 

Year after year, Parliament
merely rubberstamps the budget as
formulated by Treasury. But history
could be in the making as this is set
to change. The portfolio committee
on finance has adopted a bill which
could boost parliamentary oversight
while giving ordinary citizens the
opportunity to address concerns
with government departments’
budgets in a direct way. 

This is an exciting development
because it opens up the crucial
process of national budgeting to
public influence. 

South Africa has had three demo-
cratic elections and yet it has been
impossible for Parliament, the high-
est representative body in the land, to

make even the slightest adjustment
to government budgets. The budget
has been the preserve of Treasury.

Many people may not even be
aware of the insulation of the
national budget from democratic
process. However, this reality seems
to confirm the view of opponents of
former president Thabo Mbeki that
his administration was unaccount-
able and unresponsive, especially
when it came to the day-to-day socio-
economic hardship suffered by
about half of the population. 

The democratic deficit in the
budgeting process could have been
rectified straight after the 1996 Con-
stitution was adopted. After all, the
Constitution provides for a law to
allow Parliament to modify money
bills. To be sure, Treasury did table
a bill to that effect in 1997. However,
it was found to be unconstitutional. 

The current bill has been initi-
ated by Parliament. Before 2004, a
commission investigated how over-

sight by Parliament could be
improved. One recommendation
was to enable the institution to
revise the national budget.

That it has taken another four
years for us to get here has perhaps
more to do with the hiatus that Par-
liament found itself in after 2000
than anything else. The then ANC
leadership’s actions to prevent a
parliamentary examination of the
ill-begotten arms deal paralysed the
institution. 

Then the change in ANC leader-
ship came, reawakening the major-
ity party’s caucus. Sadly, much of
the reactivated energy has been
channelled into laws to ameliorate
internal power politics, such as on
the Scorpions and the SABC board.

But the law about to be adopted
by the National Assembly may be
the exception. It is called the Money
Bills Amendment Procedure and
Related Matters Bill and was tabled
in July. 

This bill will for the first time
open the country’s medium term
budget policy statement (MTBPS) to
changes by Parliament. 

Even more significantly, the gov-
ernment’s fiscal framework, budget-
ary allocations to government
departments and division of rev-
enue between different spheres of
government will annually be sub-
jected to scrutiny and input by ordi-
nary citizens at parliamentary pub-
lic hearings. 

The fiscal framework is what
gives effect to the government’s
macro-economic policy. It includes
estimates of revenue, expenditure,
borrowing and debt servicing. 

The MTBPS provides the fiscal
framework over a period of three
years; an explanation of the macro-
economic and fiscal policy position;
spending priorities of government;
the proposed division of revenue
between arms and spheres of gov-
ernment; and a review of actual

spending by each national depart-
ment and provincial government. 

Each portfolio committee will
consider the money allocated to
each state department, measured
against the latter’s strategic plans.
Committees on appropriations will
co-ordinate this process to resolve
any conflicting proposals of amend-
ments to departmental budgets. 

These committees will also hold
public hearings on the proposed
allocations to departments and the
amendments proposed by parlia-
mentary committees. 

Parliament will have the power to
freeze up to 10% of a department’s
budget to apply pressure on depart-
ments to shape up.

To meet these demands, Parlia-
ment will be beefing up its capacity
by creating appropriation commit-
tees in both houses. A budget office,
derived from a similar body serving
the US Congress, will assist parlia-
mentarians with research and

expertise. This sea change in the
national budgeting process has led
to alarmist noises about how the rul-
ing party could abuse this power to
serve “populist” ends. 

Treasury also asked the finance
committee to insert a “fiscal respon-
sibility” clause in the law. 

The equation of democratic
accountability with “populism” is
worrying and reveals something of
the shallowness of democratic com-
mitment in neoliberal thinking.

In any case, the July version of the
law has been redrafted to include a set
of provisos before budgetary amend-
ments can be effected. These include
compelling Parliament to consider
the effects of revisions on the balance
between revenue, expenditure and
borrowing, on keeping debt levels
“reasonable” and so forth.

The law also obliges Parliament
to “consider the short, medium and
long-term implications of the fiscal
framework, division of revenue and

national budget on the long-term
growth potential of the economy
and the development of the coun-
try”. Thus the law remains in step
with economic policy under Mbeki
with its emphasis on growth, which
should satisfy the law’s critics. 

However, whether the weight
attached to growth in relation to
development in the law is good news
for the country’s poor remains to be
seen. 

Just as more and more people are
nowadays discussing court findings
in depth, we should all be engaging
with the national budgeting process. 

The economy is far too vital for
our collective wellbeing to be left to
economists.

� This monthly column series by

political commentator, author and

journalist Van der Westhuizen is

made available by the Open Society

Foundation for South Africa to mon-

itor our democracy. The views

expressed are her own.

New bill will finally give public the chance to influence budget decisions 

RUSSELL BELL

THE anger displayed by teachers
towards Continuous Task Assess-
ment (CTAs) for Grade 9 has been
long in coming. Teachers have
voiced their misgivings to the educa-
tion authorities several times. These
have largely fallen on deaf ears.

The CTAs, however, represent
only the tip of the iceberg. The prob-
lems run much deeper and call into
question the system of Outcomes
Based Education (OBE) itself.
Assessment is one of the key areas
of OBE and the CTAs as one of the
methods of assessment for Grade 9
take on significance.

When OBE was introduced as
Curriculum 2005 by Minister Sibu-
siso Bengu, education professionals
and teacher organisations were
opposed to it. But proponents of
OBE claimed there was nothing
wrong with the system. The problem
was implementation. As resistance
grew to OBE and teachers became
even more critical, these same peo-
ple deflected blame for the failure of
OBE on to teachers. Teachers, they
said, were being reactionary, were
against change and did not under-
stand OBE.

This has become a common
response from the education author-
ities when things go awry. Schools
and teachers are made scapegoats. 

The recent response by the
deputy-director for curriculum man-
agement of the Western Cape Educa-
tion Department, Brian Schreuder,
to the call by teachers to scrap CTAs
is little more than a veiled threat
against teachers. But he concedes
that the system is not perfect and
that it must be given time. How
much time does he envisage?

Many pupils have suffered from
OBE. We need to ask: How instru-
mental has this system been in con-
tributing to the high drop-out rate at
poor and disadvantaged high
schools where most of the pupils at
risk are concentrated? 

With an exit point at Grade 9 – the
end of the General Education and
Training (GET) phase of OBE – the
intention is for a significant number
of pupils to leave for technical col-
leges. However, the truth of the mat-
ter is that there are too few of these
colleges for school leavers. 

The high cost of enrolling learn-
ers at these institutions also places
them beyond the reach of poor par-
ents. And so, many of these learners
join the ranks of the unemployed.

Since its introduction, OBE has
been through a number of changes.

This chopping and changing sows
more confusion. Sometimes, not
even curriculum advisers know
what is happening.

One of the most damning indica-
tors that the system is failing our
children is the Education Depart-
ment’s own systemic tests. These
tests conducted in English and
Mathematics in grades 3 and 6 paint
a dismal picture.

The Grade 3 results reflected lit-
eracy and numeracy skill levels of
below 40%. The Grade 6 results
showed pupils fared no better, with
literacy passes at 45% and numeracy
at 14%. The results also show a dis-
crepancy between poor and well-
resourced schools, the latter doing
far better.

Although the poor results are a
sad indictment, the Education
Department seems incapable of
addressing the fundamental flaws.

Presently, the department seems
content to tinker with the system –
tweaking it here and there. In the
meanwhile, pupils at disadvantaged
schools continue to suffer. How
many more must be sacrificed
before the department comes to its
senses?

More directly, the schools’ dissat-
isfaction with the CTAs raises many
question marks against OBE:

� Assessment tasks do not reflect
the teaching over the year;

� CTAs as part of the final leg of
the GET phase do not adequately
prepare learners for Further Educa-
tion and Training (FET);

� Often there is no logical link
between GET and FET subjects;

� GET focuses on skills while
FET emphasises content;

� Weighting of assessment com-
ponents in the GET phase is, tasks
75% and examinations 25%. In the
FET phase, this is reversed.

It is little wonder many pupils
struggle in Grade 10 because they
are ill-equipped to cope with 
content-based examinations.

Seen within this context, the call
by the Concerned Teachers’ Group
for the CTAs to be scrapped is not a
rejection of assessment itself. All we
ask for is exams that are based on
actual teaching and learning.

In this way, the results will pro-
vide parents with a reliable indica-
tion of children’s strengths for mak-
ing the choice for the FET phase. If
the standard of testing worries the
department, it should set national
examinations, like Grade 12, that all
pupils must write. 

� Bell is from the Concerned

Teachers’ Group.

FREEZE FRAMES: Pupils at a city school look through the broken windows of their classroom. A campaign by pupils aims to get school facilities fixed.

PUPILS IN DRIVE TO HAVE SCHOOLS FIXED SO THEY CAN LEARN

Shattered glass, broken system
Teachers’anger is
not over assessment,
but flaws of OBE
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